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a b s t r a c t

A large percentage of maritime accidents in coastal seas are related to small fishing vessels. In order to
investigate causes of maritime accidents, it is often necessary to carry out dynamic simulations for the
estimation of trajectories and motions of vessels. Initial conditions of vessels such as main dimensions,
loading conditions and hydrostatic properties are required for the accurate simulations. Small fishing
vessels usually have few records of hydrostatic properties during their fishing operations. Therefore, in
this study, estimation procedures for hydrostatic properties of small fishing vessels are proposed. At first,
hull form characteristics of Korean small fishing vessels are investigated. Most of vessels have hard-
chines and centerline skegs, they have similar hull forms. Bonjean curves of several small fishing ves-
sels whose gross tonnages are below 10 tons are normalized with vessel breadths and depths. Repre-
sentative bonjean curves are derived from normalized bonjean curves, and a representative hull plan is
obtained as well. If the vessel loading conditions such as total weights and centers of gravity are given,
fore and aft drafts can be calculated by using the representative bonjean curves with the constraint that
weights and buoyancies are in equilibrium. Metacentric heights are also estimated by using the repre-
sentative hull plan. Drafts and metacentric heights estimated by proposed iterative estimation proced-
ures are compared with actual vessel data, estimated values are in good agreements with actual values.
In addition, normalized fore and aft drafts, metacentric heights of vessels can be formulated as the linear
functions of normalized total weights and centers of gravity. Empirical formulas of drafts and meta-
centric heights are proposed, and it is confirmed that the empirical formulas also provide reasonable
results, which are similar to the results by iterative estimation procedures with representative bonjean
curves and hull plan.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Maritime accidents for small fishing vessels often occur in
coastal seas. According to the previous research by Park and Yeo
(2015), recently 70 percent of Korea coastal maritime accidents
are related to fishing vessels, and 65 percent of those fishing vessels
have gross tonnages below 10 tons. It is required to analyze the
causes of fishing vessel accidents and to prevent related accidents.

In order to investigate the cause of maritime accidents, it is
necessary to perform the dynamic simulations by using mathe-
matical models of vessels and environments. Trajectories and mo-
tions of vessels are estimated through dynamic simulations, vessel

behaviors are sensitively affected by initial conditions such as main
dimensions, weights and hydrostatic values. Specific information
for initial conditions of vessels are required so that dynamic sim-
ulations are carried out as accurately as possible. Most of small
fishing vessels have few records of weights and hydrostatic prop-
erties during operations. Therefore it is required to develop the
estimationmethods for initial conditions of small fishing vessels for
the accident simulations and analyses. In this research, estimation
methods for hydrostatic properties such as drafts and metacentric
heights of vessels are proposed based on the similarity of hull form
characteristics of small fishing vessels.

There are some previous studies about hydrostatic properties of
small fishing vessels. Park (1984) proposed empirical formulas for
centers of gravity, centers of buoyancy and metacentric heights
through the regression analysis of several Korean fishing vessels.
Yilmaz and K}ukner (1999) performed regression analysis with
many trawler hull series and proposed formulas of centers of
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buoyancy and metacentric heights as the functions of vessel di-
mensions. Kim (1999) and Park et al. (1999) investigated stabilities
of 10 small fishing vessels at zero speed and at high speed turns,
proposed new stability criteria. Kwon and Lee (2007) studied the
stability criteria of small fishing vessels by the statistical analysis.
Mantari et al. (2011) studied intact stability of some Portuguese
fishing vessels under the action of fishing gear, beam waves and
winds. It was confirmed that the stability failure can occur with
heeling moments by fishing gear actions and environmental loads.
Fishing vessel stability assessment program was developed in the
recent research by Gonzalez et al. (2012), stabilities of fishing
vessels in accidents are analyzed in order to investigate the causes
of accidents.

In recent, maritime accident reconstruction, investigation, and
analysis system have been developed in the research by Yeo et al.
(2019). That system is composed of three kinds of sub-functions
such as data visualization, data storage, and unknown data esti-
mation. And Kim and Yeo (2019) proposed unknown data estima-
tion methods for weight parameters of small fishing vessels in
accidents. The present research is also one part of the development
of ‘unknown data estimation’ function in the research by Yeo et al.
(2019). Estimation methods for unknown hydrostatic values of
small fishing vessels are proposed in this study. At first, hull form
characteristics of Korean small fishing vessels are investigated.
Since small fishing vessels broadly have similar hull forms and
appendages, one kind of representative normalized bonjean curves
and hull plan can be derived from several bonjean curves
normalized with vessel breadths and depths. If the main di-
mensions and weight parameters of a vessel are given, fore and aft
drafts can be estimated by using the representative bonjean curves
with constraint that weight and buoyancy are in equilibrium. By
using the representative hull plan, metacentric height (GM) can be
also calculated by using the waterplane shapes corresponded to
fore and aft drafts. Present iterative estimation procedures are
verified with intact stability data of actual fishing vessels. Through
the additional parametric calculations, normalized drafts, KB and
BM can be represented as the linear functions of normalized
weights and LCG. Empirical formulas for draft and GM are proposed
and verified as well.

2. Hull form characteristics of Korean small fishing vessels

2.1. Hull forms of Korean small fishing vessels

Fig.1 shows body plans andmain dimensions of 10 Korean small
fishing vessels, they are found in the previous research by Kim

(1999). All the vessels have hard chines, centerline skegs and they
have similar hull forms. Fig. 2 describes five kinds of representative
Korean small fishing vessels in coastal seas. Deckhouses are located
on the aft parts, and fish holds are arranged on the fore parts of
most vessels.

Based on Figs. 1 and 2 and other accessible drawings, it is
confirmed that most of Korean small fishing vessels broadly have
similar hull forms, even though vessel sizes are different depending
on types and scales of fisheries.

2.2. Representative hull form

Hull offset data of five kinds of vessels whose gross tonnages are
from 1.99 to 9.77 tons are used to analyze the hydrostatic charac-
teristics of small fishing vessels. In general, bonjean curves are used
for hydrostatic calculations of marine vehicles. Table 1 shows
bonjean curves of five kinds of small fishing vessels. The wetted
cross-sectional areas are plotted against the waterlines at each
station.

Although bonjean curves are different depending on vessel di-
mensions, normalized curves are similar to each other due to the
similarity of hull forms of small fishing vessels with hard-chines
and centerline skegs as shown in Fig. 3. The cross sectional areas
on horizontal axes are normalized with the products of vessel
breadths and depths, and the waterlines on vertical axes are
normalized with vessel depths. In Fig. 4, one kind of representative
bonjean curves are derived from several curves in Fig. 3 in order to
generalize the hydrostatic characteristics of small fishing vessels.
Each point in Fig. 4 is the mean value of corresponding points of
normalized curves in Fig. 3. Based on the representative bonjean
curves, a representative hull plan is also derived, that is described in
Fig. 5. Horizontal and vertical axis of hull plan are normalized
values as well. In the next chapter, the representative bonjean
curves will be used to calculate total displacement volume and
longitudinal center of buoyancy, and the representative hull plan
will be used to calculate vertical center of buoyancy andwaterplane
area.

3. Estimation of drafts and GM of small fishing vessels

3.1. Iterative estimation procedure of drafts and GM

Iterative estimation procedure of drafts and GM of small fishing
vessels is summarized in Fig. 6. Weight parameters such as W, LCG,
KG as well as vessel main dimensions such as L, B, D are required to
calculate drafts and GM of vessels. If W, LCG and KG are not given,

Nomenclature

L length between perpendiculars, m
B breadth, m
D depth, m
GT gross tonnage, ton
FP fore perpendicular
AP aft perpendicular
W total weight, kg
LCG longitudinal center of gravity (from AP, positive

toward the bow), m
KG vertical center of gravity (from baseline, positive

upward), m
BUO total buoyancy, kg

LCB longitudinal center of buoyancy (from AP, positive
toward the bow), m

KB vertical center of buoyancy (from baseline, positive
upward), m

BM height of metacenter above center of buoyancy, m
GM transverse metacentric height, m
TFP fore draft, m
TAP aft draft, m
V displacement volume, m3

IT second moment of inertia of waterplane about the
centerline, m4

AWi wetted cross-sectional area at ith station, m2

ZAWi height of centroid of wetted cross-sectional area
above baseline at ith station, m

r density of water, kg/m3
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they can be estimated through the methods proposed in the pre-
vious research by Kim and Yeo (2019), which will be briefly intro-
duced in the next chapter. Weight parameters, W, LCG and KG
should be normalized with L, B, D, since present calculations are
performed with normalized bonjean curves and hull plan. By using
the normalized representative bonjean curves, normalized TFP and
TAP are determined by iterations with constraints that weight
equals to buoyancy and longitudinal center of gravity is located at
the same position as longitudinal center of buoyancy. And
normalized GM are estimated by using the representative hull plan.
As a result of calculation, dimensional values of TFP, TAP and GM are
obtained.

During an iteration, for TAP’ in the range between 0.0 and 1.2, TFP’
corresponded to each TAP’ is looked for with constraint that the
difference between weight and buoyancy is minimized. For each
pair of TAP’ and TFP’, the longitudinal center of buoyancy is calcu-
lated, and the appropriate pair of TAP’ and TFP’ is searched in order
that the longitudinal center of buoyancy is located at the same
position as the longitudinal center of gravity.

Normalized values used in this study are summarized in Table 2.
Longitudinal, lateral and vertical lengths are normalized with
vessel length (L), breadth (B), and depth (D), respectively. Weight
and buoyancy are normalized with the products of L, B, and D in the
same manner.

3.2. Weight estimation methods e summary of previous research
by Kim and Yeo (2019)

Kim and Yeo (2019) proposed estimation methods for the
weight parameters of Korean small fishing vessels. Based on the
actual weight information of 29 small fishing vessels, the empirical
formulas are obtained to predict small fishing vessel weights and
centers of gravity in accordance with their loading conditions (e.g.
full load departure). W, LCG and KG of small fishing vessels can be
calculated by Eq. (1). Subscript 0 means the fixed weight which is
composed of light weights, crews and fishing gears. Subscript 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 denote the variable weights such as fuel, fresh water,
provision, bait, and fish. Table 3 shows the weighting factors for
variable weights according to the loading conditions, which is
notified by Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs,
Republic of Korea (2013).

W¼W0 þaðW1 þW2 þW3ÞþbW4 þ gW5 (1)

LCG¼ ½W0 $ LCG0 þaðW1 $ LCG1 þW2 $ LCG2 þW3 $ LCG3Þ
þ bW4 $ LCG4 þgW5 $ LCG5�=W

Fig. 1. Body plans and main dimensions of Korean small fishing vessels (Kim, 1999).

Fig. 2. Representative Korean coastal fishing vessels (National Institute of Fisheries Science, Republic of Korea, 2018).
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KG¼½W0 $KG0þaðW1 $KG1þW2 $KG2þW3 $KG3ÞþbW4 $KG4

þgW5 $KG5�=W

Based on the statistical analyses by Kim and Yeo (2019), weight
and center of gravity of each item are formulated as linear functions

of GT as Eq. (2). All the coefficients of linear functions are sum-
marized in Table 4. LCG is positive forward from AP, KG is positive
upward from baseline. Most of Korean small fishing vessels have
deckhouses in the vicinity of the stern. If LCG of fresh waters and
provision stored in deckhouses are measured on the basis of AP,
they are too small values. So they are formulated on the basis of

Table 1
Bonjean curves of small fishing vessels.

Gross tonnage Bonjean curves

1.99

4.99

6.67

7.93

9.77

Fig. 3. Bonjean curves normalized with ship breadths and depths.
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midship for the improvement of linear fitting precisions. They
should be converted to the values from AP by Eq. (3).

Wi; or LCGi; or KGi ¼Ai $ GTþ Bi (2)

LCG2 ¼ L=2þ LCG2* (3)

LCG3 ¼ L=2þ LCG3*

According to above formulas, W, LCG and KG of fishing vessels
can be approximately estimated by using GT, L, and loading con-
ditions only.

3.3. Drafts and GM calculations

Table 5 shows the main process of draft and GM calculations. At
first step, total weight and center of gravity are normalized on the
bonjean curves. At second step, aft and fore drafts are found with
constraints that weight and buoyancy are in equilibrium. At third
step, normalized KB is obtained by using area and centroid of
wetted cross-section at each station under the waterplane. And
normalized BM (BM*0) is calculated by using second moment of
inertia of waterplane (IT0) and displacement volume (V0).

In the present calculation, IT0 is normalized with L B3 and V0 is
normalized with L B D. So BM' should be obtained by Eqs. (4) and
(5). Finally, GM' is obtained at the final step.

BM�0 ¼ IT
0

V0 ¼
IT

.
LB3

V = LBD
¼ IT

V

D

B2
¼ BM

D

B2
(4)

BM
0 ¼ BM

D
¼
�
BM

D

B2

�
B2

D2 ¼BM�0 B2

D2 (5)

3.4. Verifications of proposed iterative estimation procedure

To verify the present calculation, weight and intact stability data
of 29 Korean small fishing vessels are used, which were also used to
formulate weight parameter estimation methods in the previous
research by Kim and Yeo (2019). Vessel types and dimensions are
summarized in Table 6.

Fig. 7 shows the comparisons of estimated drafts and GM of 29
vessels on full load departure conditions with actual drafts and GM.
Actual weights and centers of gravity information are used in cal-
culations. Dashed dotted lines indicate desired lines that estimated
values identical to actual values. Dotted lines show linear trends
between actual and estimated values. Present methods provide
under-estimated results compared with actual data, if the slope of
trend line is less than 1.0. Correlation coefficients, R between esti-
mated and actual values are represented on graphs as well. Totally,
correlation coefficients are larger than 0.79, and the differences
between trend line slopes and desired line slope (i.e. 1.0) are within
15%. Estimated values are in good agreements with actual values.
On full load departure condition, aft drafts are generally larger than
fore drafts. Since fresh waters and provisions are fully stored in the
deckhouse at stern, and there is no fish in fish holds.

Fig. 8 describes the comparisons between estimated and actual
drafts, GM on the same loading conditions in the case that weights
and centers of gravity are estimated by Eq. (1). Even if not actual but
estimated weight parameters are used, there are no significant
changes in correlation coefficients and trend line slops, compared
to Fig. 7. Estimated drafts and GM still seem to be in agreements
with actual values. Fig. 9 shows the comparisons between esti-
mated and actual drafts and GM on full load arrival conditions with
actual weight information. Correlation coefficients are more than
0.76, the differences between trend line slopes and desired line
slope (i.e. 1.0) are within 15%. Estimated drafts and GM are in good
agreements with actual values. Fore drafts are similar to or larger
than aft drafts, because fish holds on the fore parts of vessels are full
of fishes on full load arrival conditions.

In addition, other 10 small fishing vessels are used to verify the
proposed methods. Table 7 show types and dimensions of 10 ves-
sels, which are also shown in Fig. 1. The total weights, KG, fore and
aft drafts, and GM of 10 vessels are released in the previous
research by Kim (1999). LCG of vessels are unknown values, so they
are predicted by Eq. (1). Drafts and GM of 10 vessels on fishing
ground departure conditions are estimated as shown in Fig. 10.
Even though aft drafts are under-estimated, estimated drafts and
GM by the proposed procedure are also approximately in

Fig. 4. Representative bonjean curves (normalized).

Fig. 5. Representative body plan (normalized).
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agreements with actual values. On fishing ground departure con-
ditions, in particular, aft drafts are smaller than fore drafts and they
are sensitively changed depending on the longitudinal centers of
gravity of fishes. Accuracy of present methods may be improved
with actual information about LCG.

3.5. Empirical formulas for drafts and GM

If the hydrostatic calculations are performed by one kind of
normalized bonjean curves and hull plan, normalized fore and aft
drafts, centers of buoyancy, and waterplane area are deterministic
values according to the normalizedweight and LCG. In other words,
TFP0, TAP0, KB' and BM' can be formulated as the functions of W0 and
LCG' only.

Normalized hydrostatic properties such as TFP0, TAP0, KB' and BM'
are calculated by using the representative bonjean curves and hull
planwith variations of W0 and LCG' in Figs. 11 and 12. In accordance
with normalized weight parameters of 29 actual fishing vessels in
Table 6,W0 is varied from 0.3 to 0.6 and LCG' is varied from 0.3 to 0.5

Fig. 6. Flow chart for estimation procedure of drafts and GM.

Table 2
Normalized variables used in iterative estimation procedure.

No. Variable Normalization

1 W0 W/(r$L$B$D)
2 LCG0 LCG/L
3 KG0 KG/D
4 BUO0 BUO/(r$L$B$D)
5 LCB0 LCB/L
6 KB0 KB/D
7 BM*’ BM/(B2/D)
8 BM0 BM/D
9 GM0 GM/D
10 TFP’ TFP/D
11 TAP’ TAP/D
12 V’ V/(L$B$D)
13 IT’ IT/(L$B3)
14 AWi’ AWi/(B$D)
15 ZAWi’ ZAWi/D

Table 3
Weighting factors for variable weights according to loading conditions.

Weighting factor a; Fuel(W1), fresh water(W2), provision(W3) b; Bait(W4) g; Fish(W5)

Loading condition Full load departure 1.00 1.00 0.00
Fishing ground departure 0.25 0.00 1.00
Full load arrival 0.10 0.00 1.00
Partial arrival 0.10 0.00 0.20
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Table 4
Coefficients of linear functions based on statistical analyses.

Notation A B Notation A B Notation A B

W0 2.434 0.000 LCG0 0.160 3.556 KG0 0.029 0.840
W1 0.355 0.000 LCG 1 0.168 2.421 KG1 0.030 0.384
W2 0.209 0.000 LCG 2* (from midship) �0.223 �4.221 KG2 0.027 1.273
W3 0.024 0.000 LCG 3* (from midship) �0.258 �3.522 KG3 0.055 1.378
W4 0.167 0.000 LCG 4 0.420 4.427 KG4 0.004 1.082
W5 1.320 0.000 LCG 5 0.272 6.549 KG5 0.029 0.269

Table 5
Graphic description of drafts and GM calculations.

No Input (, or constraint) Graphical description Output

1 � W
� LCG
� KG

� W0

� LCG'
� KG'

2 � (W0 ¼ BUO')
� (LCG' ¼ LCB')

� TAP0

� TFP0

3 � (KB' ¼ P
(AWi

0$ ZAWi
0)/
P

(AWi
0))

� (BM*0 ¼ IT0/V0)
� KB'
� BM*0

4 � (GM' ¼ KB'þ BM'-KG0) � GM'
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in parametric calculations. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, normalized
hydrostatic properties are approximately represented by the linear

functions of W0 and LCG'. They are formulated in Eqs. (6) and (7).

TFP’ ¼ 0:170$W’þ 3:000$LCG’� 0:810
TAP’ ¼ 1:970$W’� 2:250$LCG’þ 0:795 (6)

KB’ ¼ 0:746$W’� 0:369$LCG’þ 0:210
BM*’ ¼ �0:250$W’þ 0:011$LCG’þ 0:263 (7)

In conclusion, dimensional values of fore and aft draft, GM can
be estimated by Eq. (8). Empirical formulas of drafts and GM are
summarized in Table 8.

Table 6
Types and dimensions of 29 small fishing vessels for verifications.

Vessel type Number GT [ton] L [m]

Multi-purpose fishing vessel 14 6e10 11e17
Long liner 7 20e29 17e22
Gill netter 5 3e24 9e22
Pot fishing vessel 3 3e10 9e17

Fig. 7. Comparison between actual and estimated drafts, GM of 29 vessels in Table 6 on full load departure conditions e w/actual W, LCG and KG.
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TFP ¼TFP’$D (8)

TAP ¼ TAP’$D

GM¼KB’$Dþ BM*’$B2
.
D� KG’$D

Fig. 13 shows the comparison between iterative calculations
with representative bonjean curves and results by empirical for-
mulas. For actual 29 fishing vessels on full load departure

conditions in Table 6, horizontal axes are calculated drafts and GM
by iterative estimation procedure in Fig. 6, vertical axes are the
approximate results by empirical formulas in Table 8. Proposed
empirical formulas also provide quite reasonable drafts and GM
results, compared with iterative estimation procedure with repre-
sentative bonjean curves and hull plan.

4. Conclusions

In this study the iterative calculation procedure for the esti-
mation of fore and aft drafts, metacentric heights (GM) of small

Fig. 8. Comparison between actual and estimated drafts, GM of 29 vessels in Table 6 on full load departure conditions e w/W, LCG and KG estimated by Eq. (1).
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fishing vessels is proposed. And the proposed procedure is verified
with intact stability data of actual vessels. Main conclusions are as
below.

� Korean small fishing vessels broadly have similar hull forms.
Bonjean curves of some vessels are normalized with vessel
breadths and depths. And the representative bonjean curves are
obtained, which can be used for approximate hydrostatic cal-
culations of small fishing vessels.

� When the weight parameters of vessels are given, hydrostatic
properties such as fore draft, aft draft and GM are estimated by
using representative bonjean curves and hull plan.

� Normalized fore draft, aft draft, KB, BM values can be formulated
as the linear functions of normalized weight and LCG. The
empirical formulas for drafts and GM are proposed.

Fig. 9. Comparison between actual and estimated drafts, GM of 29 vessels in Table 6 on full load arrival conditions e w/actual W, LCG and KG.

Table 7
Types and dimensions of 10 small fishing vessels (Kim, 1999) for verifications.

Vessel type Number GT [ton] L [m]

Gill netter 6 1.71e16.0 7.8e16.0
Long liner 2 4.99e7.93 10.9e12.8
Jigging 2 2.99e19.0 8.8e18.5
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Fig. 10. Comparison between actual and estimated draft (up) and GM (bottom) of 10 vessels in Table 7 on fishing ground departure conditions e w/LCG estimated by Eq. (1).
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� Iterative estimation procedure and empirical formulas for drafts
and GM calculation are verified by using actual fishing vessel
data. Drafts and GM results by empirical formulas quite similar
to calculated results by iterative estimation procedure. It is
confirmed that the estimated values are in good agreements
with the actual vessel data.

� Proposed methods are only applicable to small fishing vessels
with hard chines and centerline skegs. Actual vessels used in
verifications have gross tonnages under 29 tons, they are up to
22 m in lengths. Since the number of vessels in verifications is
insufficient, cautions are needed when the estimation methods
are applied to fishing vessels whose gross tonnages are over 10
tons or lengths are larger than 17 m.

Fig. 11. Distribution of TAP0 and TFP0 according to W0 and LCG0

Fig. 12. Distribution of KB' and BM*0 according to W0 and LCG'.

Table 8
Empirical formulas of fore and aft drafts, GM of small fishing vessels.

Variable Empirical formula

TFP [0.170 W’ þ 3.000$LCG’ - 0.810]$D
TAP [1.970 W’ - 2.250$LCG’ þ 0.795]$D
GM [0.746 W’ - 0.369$LCG’ þ 0.210]$D þ[-0.250 W’ þ 0.011$LCG’ þ 0.263]$B2/D - KG’$D
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